Written in Anatolic muallim Rıfat from Kilis carried out a study on the Tevârih-i Âl-i Selçuk, (one of the first Turkish manuscripts written in Anatolia) which is of vital importance in terms of Turkish history and Turkish language. For his evaluation which can be dealt as the first critic study of the edition, Muallim Rıfat from Kilis called Tevârih-i Âl-i Selçuk from Berlin in 1936 via the Directorate of German institute Corrying out a detailed evaluation, he specified the shortcomings. Upon his request, this evaluation was put to the beginning of the print by German authorities. In this study, information about the critic of the edition by Muallim Rıfat from Kilis, its importance, Tevârih-i Âl-i Selçuk and author will be provided.